Risk or Reward?
Laying the IT Foundation for ACOs

Uncertainty Just Ahead
Tame the beast.

What’s lurking in your strategic path? Is it the cost and headaches of ANSI 5010 and ICD-10 conversion? Or the Meaningful Use hurdle that lies ahead? Or the hit your balance sheet’s about to take from a massive software upgrade?

Whatever combination of risks and challenges you’re facing, we have a solution for bringing things under control. Our flexible cloud-based practice management, EHR, and patient communication services will help you navigate every change and seize every opportunity to come. And with our low up-front costs, your balance sheet can stay safe from harm. Beast tamed.

To learn more, call 866.928.2843 or visit www.athenahealth.com/tamebeast
Advanced software for **breakthrough healthcare**

**Software for connected healthcare.**

Our software products will help you achieve the breakthrough benefits of connected healthcare: higher quality at lower costs.

InterSystems **Ensemble®** offers the fastest way to link applications, processes, and healthcare professionals within a medical facility. This is a seamless platform that includes InterSystems Caché®, an extremely fast and scalable database that sets Ensemble apart from other integration products.

If you need to securely share patient information across multiple medical facilities, the fastest solution is InterSystems **HealthShare®**. This is a comprehensive platform for creating an Electronic Health Record that spans a region, or an entire nation.

For over 30 years, we've provided advanced software for breakthrough healthcare.

See product demonstrations at [InterSystems.com/Advanced10X](http://InterSystems.com/Advanced10X)
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Information is vital. Know what you need to know.

When it comes to patient care, nothing is more vital than information. So how do you access it easily while reducing cost and risk? You partner with the company thousands trust to help manage their information – Iron Mountain. From paper records to digital, we can help you connect disparate patient information. Even if it’s stored in different systems. And if you’re ready to go digital, we can get you there quickly.

Learn about a better way to transition to Electronic Health Records. Download the white paper, A Self-Funding Transition Plan to Electronic Health Records, at ironmountain.com/EHR
ACOs, Medical Devices, MU Teamwork, First-Day Attestation

With the release of the proposed rule for accountable care organizations, providers are moving ahead on their ACO initiatives. This month’s cover story, beginning on page 8, explores the opportunities and risks involved, as the experiences of leading organizations point the way forward.

The article on page 14 takes a look at the progress being made by hospitals and vendors in the area of medical device interoperability. There has been real movement by both regulators and standards organizations that are providing new impetus to make disparate medical devices work as a system, resulting in better patient safety.

Meanwhile, the feature story on page 22 takes an inside look at meaningful use—that is, what strategies are CMIOs following to get their clinician colleagues fully on board as they lead their organizations through the complex area of quality data reporting.

This month’s financial management coverage, on page 28, focuses on revenue cycle management in the medical group environment, as the leaders of the 480-provider WellSpan Medical Group, explain why their investment in RCM solutions has been worthwhile.

On page 31, Cecilee Ruesch, R.N., shares her experience as team lead at Providence Alaska Medical Center for the development of a nurse-staffed remote monitoring system via a new electronic intensive care unit system. The project was the first-place winner of the first Healthcare Informatics/AMDIS IT Innovation Advocate Award, presented in May.

In addition, the Beacon Communities Program reached its one-year anniversary in May, which was marked by an event co-sponsored by the Brookings Institution and the Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT. The story on page 34 highlights the progress that has been made, as well as the challenges that remain.

On page 36, Ferdinand Velasco, M.D., CMIO of Texas Health Resources, shares his experiences regarding his organization’s attestation under meaningful use. THR is among a small number of integrated health systems to complete the attestation process on April 18, the first day in which attestation of the fulfillment of Stage 1 requirements under the HITECH Act was possible.

Last but not least, on page 40, HCT Career Paths columnist Tim Tolan offers solutions to help potential hires deal with relocation issues in a lethargic housing market.
Complete access with complete mobility.

Simplify rounds with complete access to applications and patient data anytime and on any floor.

Increase end-user access while easing IT manageability with Dell’s Mobile Clinical Computing Solution. Powered by Intel® Xeon® processors and supported with a range of Dell services and support options, it’s a complete, efficient virtual client solution designed to fit your hospital’s specific needs.

Advance healthcare today with Dell’s Mobile Clinical Computing solution by calling 1-800-766-5500 or visit Dell.com/DataAnytime.

©2011 Dell Inc. All rights reserved. Intel, the Intel logo, Xeon and Xeon Inside are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.
Meeting the Top Clinical IT Challenges

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE HEALTHCARE INFORMATICS EXECUTIVE SUMMIT

What happens when you bring together some of the smartest, most innovative CIOs, CMIOs, policy leaders, and industry experts in healthcare, and put them into the same room, to talk about the future? You get some of the most satisfying discussions possible in this current environment of rapid change and uncertainty. And that’s just what happened in San Francisco, May 11-13, when we at HCI were fortunate enough to be able to gather together some of the most thoughtful healthcare IT leaders nationwide, for our first-ever Healthcare Informatics Executive Summit.

And what emerged were trenchant discussions of some of the trickiest, most complicated issues facing healthcare IT leaders nationwide right now. Among the numerous issues our panelists parsed out:

Some of the “hidden,” scarcely understood, data quality reporting requirements under meaningful use under the federal HITECH Act;

What kinds of reporting relationships and team structures ensure the operational success of clinical informaticist teams, across a variety of different organizational structures;

The immense complexities involved in laying the IT infrastructure foundation not only for meaningful use, but also for accountable care organization, patient-centered medical home, bundled payment, and other innovative payment arrangements and structures;

Among the many revelatory moments during the Summit were these:

Dan Martich, M.D., explaining how the success of his clinical informaticist teams at the UPMC health system rests on nearly two decades of multidisciplinary collaboration and teamwork;

Bill Spooner of Sharp HealthCare describing numerous years of planning and foundation-laying in terms of clinical IT infrastructure, as adequate preparation for moving forward rapidly now to meet the requirements of meaningful use;

Jane Metzger of the Emerging Practices division of CSC explaining in riveting detail the huge gaps between the ostensible quality data reporting requirements under meaningful use, and their actual complexity, as in the case of the “single” requirement around the documentation of VTE prophylaxis provision, and its multilayered reality, which involves eight different types of VTE prophylaxis, and implicates six or more clinical information systems in hospital organizations;

Industry-leading executive recruiters Linda Hodges and Tim Tolan talking about the dramatic changes taking place now regarding the growing gap between what hospital organizations are looking for in CIO and CMIO candidates, and what kinds of candidates the market is currently producing.

We were also very fortunate to have opening and closing keynote speakers of the exceptional stature of Farzad Mostashari, M.D., the national coordinator for health IT, and Carolyn Clancy, M.D., who has spent years enhancing the scope and range of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). Dr. Mostashari’s opening keynote address was noteworthy for its passion and optimism, while his core theme—that the meaningful use process is working well, and that hospitals and physicians are proving the MU naysayers consistently wrong, was well-received by his audience. And Dr. Clancy’s explication of the considerable—and, may I say, little understood—range of activities, outreach, and funding at AHRQ—also impressed her listeners, and provided attendees with valuable new information.

It was very satisfying to help lead the hosting of the first-ever HCI Executive Summit, and deeply gratifying to be able to share in its success with all the speakers, panelists, and participants at the Summit—the people who made the Summit a successful event.

And we at HCI look forward to developing future summits. Given the wonderful healthcare IT leaders who are good friends of HCI, we’re very optimistic going forward. Please stay tuned!

Mark Hagland
Editor-in-Chief
IV Clinical Integration helps reduce medication errors through fewer manual steps.

The numbers don’t lie. IV Clinical Integration enhances patient safety, staff efficiency and your institution’s financial position through integrated programming and real-time documentation. As the most experienced provider of IV Clinical Integration, Hospira is committed to giving you and your staff the knowledge, expertise and support to help you set new standards in IV drug delivery workflow.

To see IV Clinical Integration in a live setting, scan this code with your mobile device or go to http://hospiramobile.com/ivclinicalintegration. For more information, call 1-800-237-5512.

YOU’VE GOT TO BE ABLE TO GET INTO YOUR ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD AND CREATE DISEASE REGISTRIES, HELP [PATIENTS] MANAGE THEIR DISEASES, BE ABLE TO INTERVENE TO PREVENT EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT VISITS. —DONALD W. FISHER, PH.D.

For example, under the proposed rule, 50 percent of physicians participating in any ACO would have to be “meaningful users,” as defined by the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, a requirement that many provider executives consider unrealistic in the short term. What’s more, the interoperability and connectivity requirements appear daunting to many in patient care organizations.

MORE THAN SIMPLE EHR IMPLEMENTATION

All aspects of ACO development will prove challenging if the specific requirements of the proposed rule remain in place in later stages, says Donald W. Fisher, Ph.D., president and CEO of the Alexandria, Va.-based American Medical Group Association (AMGA). In terms of the level of nationwide physician group preparation for ACO development, Fisher says, “I think it runs the gamut; the very small solo practices and smallest groups are simply not ready. But some of the larger multidisciplinary medical groups that have a significant enough primary care base and relationships with hospitals, and that have some level of electronic health record, and some experience with population health management, and are looking beyond one-patient-at-a-time episodic care, are more ready.” That being said, he emphasizes that “As far as the electronic health record, it’s not just having an EHR that stores patient information isn’t sufficient,” Fisher notes; “you’ve got to be able to get into your electronic health record and create disease registries, help [patients]...